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1. Summary
Deporia is the first security coin to be secured with hard asset metals.
Each Deporia Coin is secured at a 1:1 ratio with
metal raw materials. In collaboration with
internationally recognized experts from the metal
science and business sector, a broad portfolio of
metals will be stored, analyzed and evaluated at
various locations, and then confirmed by a notary
statement. The deposits will consist of precious
metals, base metals, minor metals, rare earths and
strategic (critical) metals. For most of these metals
there is no daily price setting available, wherefore a
team of experts is commissioned by us to every
three months assess the value, each and every time accompanied by a notary.The assessed deposit
value will be published regularly on the Deporia website.
By working with our partners from the metal trade, we purchase most metals with appreciable
discounts on then current market prices. Although we only get small discounts on board listed
precious metals the discount for all other metals is such as to cover the running costs of the Deporia
Coin management. This ensures that 80% of all income flows into stocking up our metal deposits
and just 20% of income is used to cover costs.
With each increase in the metal deposit, the coin volume in the market and the market price of the
coin will be increased by 50% each in relation to the newly stored value of metals. Deporia coin
owners can therefore rely on a regular increase in the value of their coins.
Since all other tokens and coins currently on the market do in our estimation not appear to be fast
enough, secure enough or transparent enough, we have developed our own blockchain, our own
security system and our own network.
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2. Disclaimer
2.1. Security Coin Offering
The aim of this Pre-Security Coin Offering (Pre-SCO) is to finance the monetary resources of a global
marketing program for Deporia Coins. A total of EUR 2,500,000.00 in future Deporia Coins will be
offered in a certain period preceding the official launch of the coin. The discounts afforded to such
purchases of coins range between 40% (very early)-20% (early).

2.2. Definition of a Security Coin
There exist quite a few definitions, so we decided to use the original wording of the German BAFIN.
Both in regulatory practice and in the market, a number of token categories have emerged that
allow a first rough assessment of the individual nature of such financial instruments. Simply put, the
BaFin currently differentiates between the following types of tokens:
Utility tokens (also called "app tokens" or "usage tokens"): Such crypto tokens allow access to
certain services or products, similar to an admission ticket or voucher. The majority of the widely
known crypto tokens issued domestically in an ICO fell into this category. Basically, utility tokens do
not represent securities as defined by WpPG or investments in the sense of VermAnlG. In many
cases, such tokens are not financial instruments under the KWG.
Payment tokens (also "virtual currency", "payment token" or "bare bone token"): Payment tokens
are designed similarly to Bitcoins, meaning that the provider intends to use the token as an
alternative means of payment. Basically, payment tokens do not represent securities as defined by
WpPG or investments in the sense of VermAnlG, but they are regularly financial instruments under
the KWG.
Securities alike tokens (also “equity tokens”, “security tokens”, “investment tokens” or “asset
tokens”): Holders of such tokens are entitled to co-ownership rights and/or contractual claims to
assets that are comparable to those of a corporate shareholder or holder of a debt instrument (e.g.
claims of dividend-like payments, voting rights, repayment claims, interest).
Securities alike tokens are generally speaking securities in the sense of ProspektVO, the WpPG and
the WpHG and are also financial instruments within the meaning of the KWG.
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There exists a number of mixed forms of such token types (“hybrid tokens”). In particular, many
providers are striving to use their tokens as a means of payment and thus as virtual currency in the
future. One has to be cogniscent of the functions the individual forms of tokens are designed and
intended for.

2.3. Legal Prerequisites to Purchase Security Coins
Any person who has reached the age of 18 and is not a US citizen has the right to buy, sell and/or
transfer a Deporia coin.

2.4. Legal Information
This white paper contains information in connection with the offer of purchasing Deporia Coins,
which give the buyer an opportunity to invest his or her moneys in an anonymous, incorruptible and
decentralized blockchain secured by metal deposits.
The coins do not convey legal ownership in all or any of the issuer's shares or its underlying assets;
they do not represent any debt of the issuer to the holders of the coins, nor do they grant voting,
governance, and/or typical shareholder rights in relation to the issuer.
This white paper does not constitute a prospectus, an issuing memorandum or any other type of
offering document relating to the issuer and has not been reviewed or approved by any financial
regulatory or securities commission in any jurisdiction wheresoever. Investing in coins involves
several risks. There can be no guarantee that coin holders will be able to receive a repayment of
their principal investment or to derive an income from the purchase of coins. Before investing in
coins, prospective buyers should carefully read the section "Investment Risks“ (no. 6. below)) of this
white paper, which is intended as a general guide and warning, although it does not contain a
complete list or explanation of all risks that buyers may face when investing in coins. Potential
buyers should carefully consider whether buying coins is appropriate for them given the information
contained therein and considering their personal legal and financial circumstances. Unless
otherwise stated or if the context does not require otherwise, all references in this white paper to
"Issuer", "we", "our", "our", "us", or similar terms refer to the Issuer.
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2.5. Forward-Looking Statements
This white paper may contain estimates and forward-looking statements that are based primarily on
current expectations and estimates of future events and trends that have general affects or affect
the business, its financial conditions, its results of operations, cash flow, liquidity, prospects and
planned evaluations. Although we believe that these estimates and forward-looking statements are
based on reasonable assumptions, they are subject to a number of significant risks and
uncertainties and are made in light of the information currently available. Forward-looking
statements have validity only on and as of the date they were made, and we assume no obligation
to publicly update or revise such forward-looking statements after distribution of this document due
to new information becoming available, future events, or other factors unknown to us at present.
Given the risks and uncertainties described above, the forward-looking events and circumstances
discussed in this document may not occur and future results may materially differ from those
expressed or suggested in our forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements encompass
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events or results,
performance and/or success to differ materially from the estimates or results that are implied or
expressed in any or all forward-looking statements. These factors include, but are not limited to:
A - Changes in the political, social, economic, stock and/or crypto currency related market conditions
as well as the regulatory environment in the countries in which the Issuer conducts its business and
operations;
B - The risk that Issuer may not be able to execute or implement its respective business strategy and
future plans;
C - Changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and crypto currencies;
D - Changes in forecasted growth potentials and in the corresponding figures of expected internal
growth of the Issuer‘s business operations;
E - Changes in the availability of suitable personnel and in salaries for employees required by the
Issuer to operate its respective businesses and operations;
F - Changes in the competitive conditions under which the Issuer has to operate and in the ability of
the Issuer to compete under such conditions;
G - Changes in the Issuer's future capital needs and the accessability to such funds and capital;
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H – War or acts of international or domestic terrorism;
I - Catastrophic events,pandemics, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the Issuer's business
and/or operations; and
J - other factors beyond the control of the Issuer constituting force majeure.
The Issuer disclaims any and all responsibility to update its forward-looking statements or to publicly
disclose any changes to these forward-looking statements to reflect changes in the assessment of
future developments, events or circumstances, even if new information will become available or
detrimental events may occur in the future.

2.6. Validity of Information
This white paper contains technical, market and industry related information and forecasts, which
have been obtained from internal surveys, reports and studies as well as from market and university
research, publicly available information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies,
market researches, publicly available information and publications have been verified as to the fact
that the information contained therein comes from sources that are believed to be reliable;
however, no guarantee can be given for the correctness or completeness of the information
contained therein.
With the exception of the Issuer and its respective directors, officers and employees, no person or
entity has given their consent to the inclusion in the white paper of their name(s) and/or of any
other information attributed to or perceived to be associated with that person or entity, and there is
no assurance, guarantee or obligation given regarding the accuracy or completeness of this
information made or alleged to be made by this person or entity, and these persons or entities are
under no obligation to provide updates to this information.
The Issuer has not independently verified the information from third party sources, and/or verified
the accuracy or completeness of such information, and/or determined the underlying assumptions
on which this information is based as being truthful and correct. As a result, the Issuer makes no
representations or extends no warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of this information
and is under no obligation to update such.
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Unless otherwise stated, all data and information concerning diagrams exhibited below have been
provided by the Deporia and Coinhouse teams.

2.7. Updates to Whitepaper
No person has been authorized or is authorized to provide information or make representations in
connection with the Issuer and its businesses and operations other than those provided and made
in the white paper. In case of any such additional information being given or if such representations
are made, then it cannot be assumed that such information or representations have been
authorized by the Issuer or that they are made on behalf of the Issuer. The continued sale of coins is
under no circumstances to be construed as an ongoing assurance that material facts have not
changed that would reasonably alter the parameters of the subject matter and its conditions, and
materially affect the Issuer's business prospects and/or the facts and/or information contained in
the white paper and shall not give or imply the impression that no change or development has
occurred since the release date of this white paper.
The statements made in this white paper are based on EU laws and practices current at the time of
publication. Therefore, these statements may be subject to change if applicable laws and/or
practices change. However, under no circumstances does the publication of the white paper or the
sale of coins imply or represent that the affairs and underlying conditions of the Issuer‘s operations
have not changed since the date of release of this white paper.

2.8. KYC / AML
Applicants for the SCO, either in its primary release or on the secondary market, are subject to all
applicable KYC / AML guidelines that may be in force at the time of purchase, and in this regard are
subject to regular evaluation and routine practice procedures. Failure to adhere to the KYC / AML
procedures and routines applicable to the purchase of coins is voiding any coin purchase contract
and/or leads to the imposition of sanctions on the buyer, including a potential freeze of funds, the
mandatory cancellation or redemption of coins through our smart contract or any other measure
that the Issuer deems appropriate to comply with the applicable statutory provisions.
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3. Deporia and the Crypto Currency Market
3.1. Introduction
Over time, there have been almost 6,000 different types of cryptocurrencies in the market. Most of
them were or are tokens put on an existing blockchain. None of these coins or tokens had or has a
precisely defined value as basis. 95% of all tokens listed on the market are utility tokens that are not
subject to any supervision by a regulatory authority. There are no requirements for a prospectus,
and the promises and promised benefits are more or less empty ones and aimed at generating cash
for the issuers. The first prospectus for a security coin in the EU was approved in 2019. The legal
framework is still developing and is constantly evolving in order to create security for investors and
issuers. The best framework conditions for cryptocurrencies within the EU can be found in Great
Britain, Malta and Estonia. After Great Britain has left the EU we chose Estonia as the home country
for the Deporia Coin.

3.2. The Current Cryptocurrency Market
At the end of April 2020 there remained around 5,400 cryptocurrencies, all of which had a market
capitalization of USD 250 billion. The best known is Bitcoin, which has around USD 165 billion in
market capitalization. Shortly after the start of Bitcoin, a Swiss community started the open “Ether”
online system, which to use has attracted a large number of token operators. All cryptocurrencies
have one thing in common, and that is building a blockchain, i.e. a continuously expandable list of
data records. The blockchain model is no longer used only for cryptocurrencies. A large number of
potential applications are currently being tested, from planning and depicting supply chains for food
10

to utilities reading and billing, etc.. This process is called smart contracting, which the Deporia
blockchain will also utilize.
There are fundamental advantages using blockchain technology when it comes to the
administration of finances and currencies. Decentralization is at the forefront. Each computer stores
a copy of the blockchain, which then is repeatedly compared by and to other computers. There can
never be a loss of data in such decentralized system, which fact poses a very significant security
aspect. A blockchain therefore is incorruptible and once it is started, it can no longer be changed. All
data are saved in the chain and can no longer be deleted. Another advantage of a blockchain is its
anonymity. All entries within the blockchain are represented only as numbers, so that no outsider
can gain insight in personal information behind such numbers.

3.3. The Future of the Cryptocurrency Market
Due to the advantages this technology offers, cryptocurrencies will gradually replace the major FIAT
currencies, such as US$, € and LB Sterling. Governments are dealing with this topic and it is
discussed to suspend all use of cash money and to replace it with purely digital payment systems.
Given such obvious signals, it is hard to not believe that cryptocurrencies will be the currencies of
the future and will replace conventional currency denominations. The only question is how this new
digital currency will look like, what technology it will be based on and who will administrate and
operate it. A global solution for all countries is very unlikely lacking any common denominator, and
therefore the transparent security coins will probably prevail in the future. It was precisely this
realization that started the project of developing the Deporia Coin in 2018.

3.4. The Deporia Coin
The Deporia Coin has been developed with the coin standard ERC20, more specifically on the token
platform Tendermint. It is not just a token that was set up on a third-party blockchain, but a specially
and individually developed blockchain. Since Deporia does not aim at financing other projects like
almost all other coins and token systems do and regards a new payment system as primary focus,
the development of its own blockchain became necessary for obvious security reasons. This
technologically highly complex, state-of-the-art blockchain is not only the basis for secure payment
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transactions, but also the basis for a smart contract module, which we will offer in the future after
an extensive test phase.
Since Deporia does not have to finance other projects, it can and will always maintain its liquidity.
Only 20% of influx of cash will be used for the up-keep and running of the entire system. 80% of
revenue collected will be used to buy, certify, evaluate, store and notarize metals.
Deporia's idea is to create a liquid cryptocurrency that can always show a corresponding value in
metal deposits and therefore has a high liquidity ratio. The 20% of the total volume of revenue
mentioned above, which will be used for administrative and further development tasks, will be
derived mostly from supply agreements with raw material traders, which afford a cumulatively
equally high discount on the different metals purchased.

4. Our Coin
4.1. Blockchain
The Deporia blockchain differs from other blockchains due to a variety of innovations compared to
existing blockchains. Existing blockchains are extreme energy burners. Enormous amounts of energy
are wasted only for mining cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin alone requires 46 terawatt hours of electricity
annually. This corresponds to 22 megatons of carbon dioxide emissions a year, equivalent to the
annual power consumption of the City of Las Vegas in Nevada, USA.
The Deporia Blockchain was programmed from its beginning with a focus on environmental issues.
The entire Deporia network therefore uses only 64 megawatt hours of electricity. This corresponds
to an annual electricity requirement of 18 average households.
The transaction times in the Deporia network are a thousand times faster than in current
cryptocurrency networks, and even 5 times faster than in major credit card networks. The Bitcoin
network makes 10 transactions per second, the Visa card network makes 2000 transactions per
second and the Deporia network will perform 10,000 transactions per second. The average single
transfer time of a bitcoin is 10 minutes and cannot be faster than 60 seconds. The Deporia single
transaction time is always between 1-3 seconds.
The Deporia system utilizes compact, future-oriented storage technology that only requires a
fraction of the storage needs of other blockchains. The total size of the Bitcoin Blockchain is at a
12

minimum 200 GB, the EOS blockchain around 3 TB, while the Deporia Blockchain will need only 25
GB of storage space.
The number of required nodes is extremely low at Deporia. This reduces transaction costs to a
minimum. Tron and Bitshark require 21 nodes in order to be operational. Deporia only needs 4
nodes to achieve the same results.
Looking into the future, the Deporia network is incorruptible and cannot be taken over. The high
standards of security are based on the consensus pBFT (practical Bizanine Fault Tolerance), together
with the advantage of a decentralized network, which works from its own master network and
trusted nodes of the exchange stations.
Voting rights do not lie with just one person or company, but are distributed on a broad level via
issuance of multiple stakecoins.
Transactions are uniform and fast, there is an efficient transaction confirmation and a resulting
reduction of contract risks by using the ERC20 standard.
Deporia is developing a futuristic blockchain system that meets all current global standards to
ensure later use for global smart contracting.

4.2. Coin and SCO
The Deporia Coin is backed by physical metal deposits at a ratio of 1:1. The value of the entire
portfolio is regularly calculated and evaluated by well-recognized institutes and confirmed by
notaries.The Deporia Coin will be the first asset coin to have been approved by the Estonian
financial regulatory authorities. Estonia as of now is the country with the most cryptocurrencies
listed worldwide. Clear and transparent legislation combined with a liberal stance have furthered
this development. In the pre-SCO phase, which will run from June 2020 to September 2020, coins in
an equivalent value of EURO 2.5 million will be issued. The global security coin offering will start in
September 2020, except in the United States.
4.3. Investment Structure
Deporia has already signed deals with metal traders to earn a 20-30% cumulative discount on future
metal purchases for deposit. 80% of the total revenue will be invested in precious metals, minor
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metals, base metals, rare earths and critical metals. If at times the prices of individual metals in the
spread of total deposits will rise, then such excess deposits will be sold, and the proceeds will
immediately replenish other metal deposits based on the current market conditions.
20% of total proceeds from the coin sale will go to the further development of the Deporia system,
the blockchain development, the smart contracts and the administrative team and marketing.

4.4. Advantages to Purchase Deporia Coins
The future owners of Deporia Coins have a variety of reasons to hold on to a Deporia investment:
4.4.1. Deporia does not finance or fund other investments. The development of the Deporia
Coin is 100% funded and financed by its initiators. Future cash influx serves the purpose to increase
the value of the coin, to expand it and to increase its security.
4.4.2. The value and price of the coin will conservatively rise because of regular increases in
the metal deposits.
4.4.3. No uncontrolled increase in coins due to the exclusion and prohibition of coin mining.
4.4.4. Controlled price development through proactive market control.
4.4.5. Notarized deposit volume of hard metals securing the coin value.
4.4.6. High liquidity reserves at all times due to a fixed use of funds.
4.4.7. Low transaction fees.
4.4.8. An incorruptible, impartial, decentralized system.
4.5. Emission of Coins
In the pre-SCO phase, 36,500 coins will be issued in three stages:
Phase 1: 10,000 coins of EUR 50.00 each, for a total of EUR 500,000
Phase 2: 12,500 coins of EUR 65.00 each, for a total of EUR 812,500

Phase 3: 14,000 coins of EUR 80.00 each, for a total of EUR 1,120.000
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Thus, a total of EUR 2,432,500 will be taken in during the Pre-SCO phases 1-3. All pre-ordered coins
will be pre-listed in a wallet that is accessible to the customer. Every coin holder receives a free
account in his/her name to which only he/she has access.
The SCO takes place immediately after approval of the prospectus by the Estonian financial
regulatory authority. Such approval is expected to happen sometime in September/ October 2020.
In the course of the SCO, a maximum of 15 million coins, including the pre-SCO coins, will be issued
at EUR 100.00 each. This volume corresponds to the basic security of metal deposits in place at the
time of the SCO.

4.6. Distribution of Income
Pre-SCO
The Pre-SCO will create revenue of a maximum total of EUR 2,432,000, which will be distributed as
follows:
40% of the total amount remain as liquidity reserve for any buybacks.
40% of the total amount are earmarked for marketing expenses.
20% will cover costs of the company‘s operation, quality assurance and enhancements.
Public SCO
80% of the volume will be held on Deporia accounts to buy additional quantities of metals. After
purchasing and depositing such additional metals, the counter value will be evenly split between
increasing the number of coins available for sale and an increase in value of each coin.
20% of the volume will again be used for the company‘s administrative costs, as well as for
development and marketing purposes.
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4.7. Secondary Market
After the sale of a total of 36,500 coins in the pre-SCO phases, the public offering will start. A first
listing will be made at a price of EUR 100.00 for each coin. At this rate, 50,000 coins will be issued in
a first tranche. Right from the beginning, Deporia will have metal deposits in a counter value of EUR
1.5 billion, and the corresponding coins will be offered to the public in 60 consecutive tranches (see
table).

Capital

New Metals

Coin

Coins

increase €

price €

Coins released

1

5.000.000

100

50.000

86.500

9.000.000

2

5.000.000

104

24.028

110.528

14.000.000

3

5.000.000

127

19.737

130.265

19.000.000

4

5.000.000

146

17.140

147.405

24.000.000

5

5.000.000

163

15.355

162.760

29.000.000

6

10.000.000

178

28.062

190.822

39.000.000

7

10.000.000

204

24.464

215.286

49.000.000

8

10.000.000

228

21.968

237.254

59.000.000

9

10.000.000

249

20.106

257.360

69.000.000

10

10.000.000

268

18.649

276.010

79.000.000

11

25.000.000

286

43.672

319.682

104.000.000

12

25.000.000

325

38.423

358.105

129.000.000

13

25.000.000

360

34.700

392.805

154.000.000

14

25.000.000

392

31.884

424.689

179.000.000

15

25.000.000

421

29.657

454.346

204.000.000
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total Metal Depot €

16

25.000.000

449

27.840

482.186

229.000.000

17

25.000.000

475

26.320

508.506

254.000.000

18

25.000.000

500

25.025

533.531

279.000.000

19

25.000.000

523

23.904

557.435

304.000.000

20

25.000.000

545

22.921

580.355

329.000.000

21

25.000.000

567

22.050

602.405

354.000.000

22

25.000.000

588

21.271

623.677

379.000.000

23

25.000.000

608

20.570

644.247

404.000.000

24

25.000.000

627

19.933

664.180

429.000.000

25

25.000.000

646

19.353

683.533

454.000.000

26

25.000.000

664

18.820

702.352

479.000.000

27

25.000.000

682

18.329

720.681

504.000.000

28

25.000.000

699

17.874

738.555

529.000.000

29

25.000.000

716

17.452

756.007

554.000.000

30

25.000.000

733

17.058

773.064

579.000.000

31

25.000.000

749

16.690

789.754

604.000.000

32

25.000.000

765

16.344

806.098

629.000.000

33

25.000.000

780

16.019

822.118

654.000.000

34

25.000.000

796

15.713

837.831

679.000.000

35

25.000.000

810

15.424

853.255

704.000.000

36

25.000.000

825

15.150

868.405

729.000.000

37

25.000.000

839

14.890

883.296

754.000.000

38

25.000.000

854

14.643

897.939

779.000.000

39

25.000.000

868

14.409

912.348

804.000.000
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40

25.000.000

881

14.185

926.532

829.000.000

41

25.000.000

895

13.971

940.503

854.000.000

42

25.000.000

908

13.766

954.269

879.000.000

43

25.000.000

921

13.570

967.839

904.000.000

44

25.000.000

934

13.383

981.222

929.000.000

45

25.000.000

947

13.203

994.425

954.000.000

46

25.000.000

959

13.030

1.007.454

979.000.000

47

25.000.000

972

12.863

1.020.318

1.004.000.000

48

25.000.000

984

12.703

1.033.021

1.029.000.000

49

25.000.000

996

12.549

1.045.570

1.054.000.000

50

25.000.000

1.008

12.400

1.057.970

1.079.000.000

51

25.000.000

1.020

12.256

1.070.226

1.104.000.000

52

25.000.000

1.032

12.118

1.082.344

1.129.000.000

53

25.000.000

1.043

11.983

1.094.327

1.154.000.000

54

25.000.000

1.055

11.854

1.106.181

1.179.000.000

55

25.000.000

1.066

11.728

1.117.909

1.204.000.000

56

50.000.000

1.077

23.212

1.141.121

1.254.000.000

57

50.000.000

1.099

22.750

1.163.871

1.304.000.000

58

50.000.000

1.120

22.313

1.186.184

1.354.000.000

59

50.000.000

1.141

21.901

1.208.086

1.404.000.000

60

50.000.000

1.162

21.511

1.229.597

1.454.000.000
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With each increase in the value of the metal deposits, the volume of coins and their respective price
will increase each by one-half relative to the proportion between increase and total value. This leads
to a steady increase of the coin price and protects the Deporia market from a flood of coins.
Due to our ongoing cooperation with metal dealers, we will always be in a position to stock up our
metal deposits quickly in order to be able to issue coins even when met with the greatest possible
demand. Since no revenue money is used for purposes other than operating costs of Deporia and
the purchase of new metal deposits, Deporia will always maintain adequate financial reserves to
offset potential sales of coins.
The following graphic shows the course of the coin price in relation to the number of coins and the
EUR volume of the total metal deposits.
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5.

The Deporia Team

The Deporia project is managed by Ms. Izolda Tkebuchava and Ms. Jekaterina Smoljar.
Izolda Tkebuchava is a German citizen and has a degree in business administration with over 15

years of experience in the management of companies in the metal and health sector. Ms.
Tkebuchava will transfer metals into the Deporia project in a total value of in excess of 1 billion EUR.
She holds such deposits presently in her company „Metal Group GmbH“. The Metal Group GmbH
therefore will be the main shareholder of Deporia at the start of the project. Ms. Tkebuchava has
access to a global, organically grown network of mine operators, metal traders, metal producers and
a vast number of service providers in this arena. She is responsible for the purchase, certification,
storage of metals and the regulatory management of the Deporia project. She speaks fluently
German, Russian and English.
Yekaterina Smoljar, an Estonian citizen,is a lawyer educated in Estonia. She gained practical

experience in a variety of areas, such as in project development for one of the leading Estonian real
estate companies, drafting all pertinent company documents, letters and presentations. She has indepth experiences in due diligence processes and in communicating with relevant authorities. She
fluently speaks Estonian, Russian, English and German.
Coinhouse One and ProCoinExchange are professional cryptocurrency exchanges. Coinhouse One is

based in London and ProCoinExchange acts as the European branch after Brexit. Coinhouse One is
fully licensed to exchange FIAT currencies into cryptocurrencies and vice versa. Coinhouse One is
also licensed to manage wallets from customers. ProCoinExchange and its team is currently in the
final stages of approval procedures for operating in Estonia. The team offers professional market
making services and coin economics.
EasyOnline is a German company responsible for all programming work. EasyOnline was founded in

1999 and, with around ten employees, is well equipped to handle all requirements for the Deporia
project. Big enough, but still small enough to ensure the needed flexibility. EasyOnline employees
are experts in the following programming languages: Basic, Pascal, Assembler, C, C ++, C #, Action
Script, PHP, Java, JavaScript, VueJ, PostgresSQL, MySQL, MSSQL, Oracle SQL, MongoDB, Swift or XCode, Kotlin, Corona / LUA. The following codes are also used: HTML, CSS, HTML5, PHP, MySQL,
Oracle DB.
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The Institute for Rare Earths and Metals (ISE) is an institution that has been publishing a reliable
price index for all rare earths, base metals, secondary metals, isotopes, high-purity metals and
special metals for more than ten years. It handles analytic reports according to DIN standards and
evaluations for private and institutional use. ISE enjoys a good reputation among commodity
companies, banks and auditors and is responsible for analyzing and evaluating all metal deposits of
the Deporia project.
There are numerous other participants in the Deporia project. Deporia‘s personnel works closely
with consultants and free-lancers in the areas of marketing, social media, community and blogging
activities, Google ads, product placement and interface with other cryptocurrency platforms and
external programmers who build their software or apps on the Deporia platform.

6. Investment Risks
General Risks
In principle, stocks as well as security coins offer excellent opportunities for price increases that are
above-average. However, investors need to consider the possibility of a loss. Risk is always bilateral,
i.e. where profits are possible, losses cannot be ruled out. In addition to the technological risk,
investments in cryptocurrencies are also subject to the usual capital market risks. The value of a coin
and the possible resulting income (dividends) are subject to fluctuations and such value may be
eliminated entirely. There is no guarantee that the amount invested will not lose value in the future.
In extreme cases a total loss of the invested assets may occur.
Conversion Risk
Cryptocurrencies are subject to heavy fluctuations, much more so than standard (fiat) currencies.
Such volatility of all cryptocurrencies even in intraday trading is many times that of conventional
(fiat) currencies. In particular, when converting the investor's home currency into cryptocurrencies
and vice versa, significant losses (or profits) can occur due to the exchange rate at that very time.
Investors should pay particular attention to exchange rate risks when making their decisions.
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Forward-looking Statements
Some statements contained in this white paper that relate to future business performance and
future events or developments may constitute forward-looking statements. These statements are
often, but not exclusively, recognizable by being described as "estimate", "will", "expect", "want",
"can", "try", "intend", "plan", "believe", "aim" , and "predict" or in similar terms. These statements
and comments are based on current expectations and knowledge, some of which are beyond our
control. If a few or more of the underlying expectations do not materialize, or if assumptions are not
correct, the actual effects, goals and forecast results may materially differ from the results that are
expressly or implicitly stated in the forward-looking statement. This affects both negative and
positive deviations. Deporia cannot guarantee and does not intend to update all forward-looking
statements in a timely manner or to correct them in the event of developments other than those
expected. For these reasons, forward-looking statements do not guarantee the future performance
and results of Deporia.
KYC
KYC is an abbreviation for Know-Your-Customer. KYC formulates a protocol to thoroughly verify
customers whenever transactions involve large sums of funds or investment objects. We need to
collect personal data, information about the beneficial owner and the origin of assets. The scope of
the information requirements varies with the amount of the investment and the background of the
investor. A KYC process for legal entities (companies) is more extensive than for private individuals.
The KYC process is often tedious and customers may view such process as being uncomfortable.
Especially, since it seems to have no apparent benefit. However, the laws in Estonia, Switzerland, the
EU and almost all countries worldwide mandate a proper KYC process. The reason behind it is the
global fight against money laundering and terrorism. It is also not a completely new and surprising
process, since banks and financial service providers have undertaken appropriate KYC checks for
quite some time. Therefore, we also must identify and verify all investors and clear up any possible
uncertainties regarding the source of funds before investors can participate in the coin sale. If you
have any further questions about the KYC process, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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Trading Platforms
In the future, our security coin will be also independently traded on various secondary trading
platforms. There, investors can freely convert, sell and trade the coin without the approval or
permission of Deporia. Such exchange platforms are provided and run by third parties and do not
belong to Deporia and are not controlled by it. Secondary trading platforms can be very speculative.
The market is still young and in its early stages. The existence of an efficient and arbitrage-free
secondary market cannot be guaranteed at this time. Investors should take this into account when
making their investment decisions.

Taxation
The tax treatment of coins, wether owned by corporations or private individuals, is neither
standardized nor necessarily strictly regulated throughout the many jurisdictions. Investors should
consult their tax advisor or legal expert about the ramifications of tax treatment in the respective
jurisdiction. Deporia cannot make any binding statements to this effect. Tax treatment fluctuates
greatly between the individual jurisdictions, so that adverse affects in any particular situation cannot
be ruled out. There may be an obligation to file a tax return, pay an increased income tax, or pay
other flat-rate taxes. This illustration is just exemplary and not all-inclusive.
It is the responsibility of each investor to obtain comprehensive information and advice in advance
and, if in doubt, to refrain from making an investment decision if there is anything unclear about the
situation of tax treatment under local law.
The government in Estonia is open to the development of cryptocurrencies and coin sales, as can be
read in numerous media reports. The tax treatment in Estonia, Switzerland, the European Union and
also worldwide has not yet been finally clarified and/or unified and is subject to constant changes as
the case law is only just developing. This is not uncommon in emerging markets. Even Deporia
cannot count on the fact that the tax treatment of its coin in Estonia will remain favourably in the
future.
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Market Risks and Non-Transferability
Deporia will cooperate with strong partners and with Coinhouse and ProCoinExchange it has already
successful partners at its side. Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that Deporia's innovative and
new products will not be met with the intended success on the market. A lack of market interest can
lead to negative consequences for Deporia and its investors. Investors should be aware of the
naturally increased risk of venture capital before investing and they should have the financial ability
to absorb any potential losses.
Espionage and Hacking
Coinhouse and ProCoinExchange have been successful providers of software solutions for many
years. High security standards and protection against cyber attacks are a priority and maintained
and updated on a daily basis. Nevertheless, there is no absolute security and safety for any system.
Even though both companies always meet the highest security standards and requirements,
attackers may nevertheless damage the business model of Deporia and target the coin sales and
wallets. Deporia will at all times do everything possible to ensure the best maximum protection for
the company and its investors.
The „Unknown“
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In science there is the term “unknown unknowns”. Therefore, we cannot compile a final list of
risks because the technology and its regulation are too new. The technology as well as the
regulation and the market environment may change at any time, maybe in a positive and
maybe in a negative direction. Blockchain technology is as modern and disruptive vis-a-vis the
outlook on fiat currencies, as it is simply nascent, developing and void of empiric data. As
usual with new technologies and processes, all risks involved at that stage can never be
completely listed or explained. Especially, since additional risks may arise in the future, which
neither Deporia nor anyone else has previously anticipated.

7.

Final Word

Due to the complex technology, the transparent, decentralized structure and a real value
behind the coin, Deporia will be a serious and viable alternative to conventional currencies in
the future.
The entire Deporia team appreciates your spending time to read this white paper. A public
sales offer is already in preparation and will be made available to you immediately after
approval.

Our Sincere Thanks!

The Deporia Team
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